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Abstract
Effects on spacecraft ground potential of active emlssion of charged particles
are being investigated through experiments using the ATS-5 and ATS-6 spacecraft,
Each of these spacecl'aft is equipped wtth ion engine neutralizers which emit low
energy charged particles, and with the University of California at San Diego (UCSD)
Auroral Particles experiments whtch a r e capable of determining the Spacecraft
potentials. Despite great differences in deslgn between the two spacecraft, they
attain similar potentials in s t m i l a r envtronments. Therefore, effects on spacecraft potential of neutraltzer operations can be used to compare the effects of
operating the two different neutralizers (hot w i r e filament and plasma bridge).
The neutralizers on bath spacecraft have now been operated in eellpse. Results of
these operations are presented and spacecraft responses compared,
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ow of the objectives of thc joint NASA/AF Charffing hvcetigntisn is to dctcrmine the fea8iblltty of aetivs control of spacecraft charging, An invcstigatien la
currently underway to study the powibillty of active control bp ekargod particle
emission using the ATS-5 and ATS-B spacecraft. This effort Le an extension of
1
2
studies previously reported by Bartlett et al and by Goldatein and DePsreut.
The present paper reports results of operating the ion engine neutralizers on the
two spacecraft during eclipses. The intent is to compare the effectiveness of the
two neutralizers in maintaining the spacezraft potentials near ground during eclipse
and substorm conditions.
Experiments have been conducted using the ATS-5 hot w i r e filament electron
emitter, the ATS-6 plasma bridge neutralizer, and the UCSD plasma detectors.
The particle data were then studied to determine the charge state cf the spacecraft before, during, and after neutralizer operations, in o r d e r to compare the
effects of neutralizer operations, Such experiments have been performed with the
ATS-5 spacecraft during several eclipse seasons, s o that a relatively large data
base exists, and s o m e general trends in spacecraft response can be identified.
Due to mission constraints, operation of the ATS-6 neutralizer during eclipse was
not possible until the fall 1976 eclipse period. Thus, the data points for ATS-6
neutralizer operations in eclipse a r e few; however, the available results do provide a basis for some preliminary comparisons.

i

2. 4TS-5 SP4CECHAFT .AYD ION EYGIYE ElYPEHlMENT
I

The ATS-5 spacecraft was launched in August 1969. It is in geosynch onous
orbit stationed at 105Ow longitude. The spacecraft has a cylindrical geometry,
1 . 3 m in diameter and 2 m in length, It is divided into three cylindrical sections
bf approximately equal length. Most experiments and spacecraft systems are contained in the center section, while the two outer most sections are open-ended
shells to which s o l a r cells have been mounted. These latter two sectioirs have an
buter surface primarily of quartz glass covering the s o l a r cells, The center s e c tion ts covered with a fiberglass skin to which a nonconductive thermal control
paint has been applied. Therefore, the ou+ermost surface of ATS-5 is generally
an electrical insulator.
Twb contact ion engine system$ are aboard ATS-5. A l l engine operations
described here involve the No. 2 system. Its location relative to the ATS-5 UCSD
A U r o r R l PRrttcles experiment is shown in Flgure 1. Due to a design fault in the
ATS-5, the Spacecraft could not be despun and hence was never gravity gradient
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stabilized as planned. A s a result of the 76 R P M spin about the spacecraft z-axis,
each ion engine is subjected to centrtpetal force producing an effective grcrvitational
field of 4 G's.
The force on the cesium feed system is sufficient to drive liquid cestum down
the vapor feed tube to the ionizer and thus preclude normal thruster operation.
The cesium reservoir is sealed by a thermally actuated valve. The ion engine s y s tem is designed such that the 'tIonizer On" command turns on the ionizer and neutralizer heaters, It has been determined that the heat transferred to the reservoir
valve h o m the tonizer heater when operated continuouely is sufficient to open the
valve, However, if the ionizer heater is operated for a maximum of 40 min with a
20 percetit duty cycle, the valve w i l l remain closed. Therefore, the 20 percent
duty cycle was selected for the spacecraft neutralizatton tests. No ion beam is
produced during thls type of operation.
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The ATS-5 ion engihe system has been descrtbed tn detail by Worlock et al.
Its contact ion source WRS designed to deliver 1 mA af singly charged cesium ions
which a r e ncutralizcd by a hot filament electron source. In studying the control of
spacecraft charging, this electron source has been utilized. The ion engine
exhaust aperture in the spacecraft skin is 5 cm in diameter. The neutralizing
filament is recessed 2 . 5 cm within the spacecraft and operates at spacecraft
potential. Tho resistively heated filament is poaered by a 2 i'ac power supply,
Thus, the energy of emitted eleCtrotls is 52 volts. The filament of yttriutn doped
tantalum is 0.18 mm in diameter and opetates at a terriperature of 170OoC. A t
this temperature, the heutralizer is emission liinited at about 3 mA. The miniMum
resolvable neutralizer emission current telemetry signal represents 6 pa. No
aescernible neutralizer emission current has bded observed during any of the
experimehtatibh described here.

The ATS-6 spacecraft wad launched in May 1914, arid is {ii a geosynchronous
brbit. The first year's operational station w a s at a longitude of 94OW. F o r its
secotid year of service, ATS-6 w a s mbved to a lbngitude of 3
5
'
E
.
The spacecraft
has now been relocated to its permanent station at 146OW. The configuration of
the ATS-6 spacecraft is shown in Figure 2. The end-to-end dimension between
the two s o l a r a r r a y s is 16.5 m. The near cubical module at the focus of the 9.1 m
parabolic reflector is about 1 . 6 m on a side. The outer surface of most of the
structure is covered with kaptbn thermal insulation. However, all conductive elements of the structure and the vapor deposited aluminum surfaces of the thermal
blankets are bonded to the common spacecraft ground. The parabolic reflector is
formed utilizing a dacron mesh with a copper coating. The copper is covered with
a noncontinuous coating of silicon rubber. While the copper mesh of the reflector
is grounded to the structure, the reflectorls outer surface charactcrlstic is dominated by the silicon rubber insulator. The solar cells a r e covered bit quartz glass.
Thus, the majority of the outer surface of ATS-6 is noncbndhcting.
There are two cesium bonibardment ion engine systems on ATS- 6. They a r e
located oh the north and south faces of the earth viewing module as shown in
Figure 2. The thrust axls of each engine is in the It-Z plane and exhausts outward
from the spacecraft at ar angle of 3E0 to the + Z axis. The orbital operations of the
ion engine experiment have been reported by Worlock et al. Each of the two ion
engine systems has been operated. The initial operation of each thruster Was
nominal. However, subsequent attempts to r e s t a r t either system have not been
s u p e s s h l . It is believed that the r e s t a r t problem is due to a design e r r o r In the
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Figure 2. A T S -6 Spacecraft Conftguration
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main propellent feed system. ?his design problem has not precluded the operation
of the ion engine's neutralizer and its cesium feed system. Operation of the neutralizer of each ion engine has been demonstrated subsequent to its initial operation.
The ATS-6 ion engine system has beeh described ih detail by J a m e s et al.
Basically, each system produces a 115 mA beam of sihgly charged cesium ions
which are extracted from a prtmary plasma. This beam is then netitralized by
electroriu which are extracted from a second cesium plasma. This electroia sourck,
or neutralizer, is of interest when studying the control of the interaction of a geosynchronous spacecraft wtth its ambient plasma stnce I t can s e r v e as a source of
both electrons and tons.
The neutralizer conststs of a feed system which supplies cesium vapor to a
hollow cathode electron source. The hollow cathode conststs of a heated tantalum
emitter which is placed at the end of the cesium vapor feed tube. The feed tube is
than capped with a plug containing a 0. 15 mm diameter ortfice. An electrode, o r
111
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plasma pPobe, is mounted 3.2 mm outboard from the cathode aperture. To initiate
operation, this electrode is biased 150 Vdc positive With respect to the tantalum
emitter m d serves as an anode. The emitter operates at spacecraft ground potential. Cesium vapor is introduced into the hollow cathode and a plasma discharge
occurs. This process requires about 35 min from initiation of the operations.
After the neutralizei discharge s t a r t s , the probe is operated from a high imped&nee +15 Vdc power supply. In this mode, 50 mA of electrons are extracted from
the neutralizer's plasma by the probe. The probe also serves as a plasma potential sensing elemsnt for control purposes. For normal ion engine operations, the
ion beam would become the hollow cathode's ariode with the neutralizer's plasma
providing a low impedance bridge to the beam. However, when the ion beam is
not present, the plasma probe w i l l continue to function as an anode. During operation, the pdwer supply is typically loaded down to 6 o r 7 volts. Thus the energy of
emitted electrons is 4 5 volts, typically 6 o r 7 volts. The aperture for the ion
engine's exhaust beam is approximately 12 c m outboard lcom the spacecraft's skin
with thc neutralizer located an Additional 5 c m outboard.
The emission characteristics of the neutralizer vary with its cesium flow and
the temperature of tho tantalum emitter. Neutralizer control is accomplished by
presetting the emitter temperature ahd regulatitig the pressure of the cesium vspor
in the hollow cathode in response to the potential of the plasma probe. FL? normal
operatiohs, the neutralizer is emission limited at about 3A of electru is and R few
milliamperes of ions. Since the experiment's telemetry scale w a s sized for operations a s an ion thruster, the minimum resolvable neutralizer emission current is
1 mA of electrons only. No measurable neutralizer emission current has been
observed during any of the experiments described here.

7 hi! UCSD Auroral Particles experiment on A T S - 5 consists of two pairs of
plasma detectors. These are momted to the body of the spacecraft (see Figure 1)
so that one pair looks parallel to the spacecraft spin axis and the other pair looks
pergenclicular to it. Each p;lif- of detectors is comprised of an electron detector
and an Lon detector which cover the energy rahge from 50 e V to 50 keV. These
detector have been described in more detail by DeForest and McIlwain. 6
The ATS- 6 instrumeht is an outgrowth of the ATS-5 detector. The main
detectors are arranged in two electron-ion pairs. These are mounted on the
Environmental Monitor Experiment (see Figure 21, one pair in the north-south
plane and one pair in the east-west plane. They can be mechanically swept in
their respective planes to obtain angular information. The energy range covered
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by these detectors 1s i ev to 10 keV. The ATS-8 detectors a r e deset-ibed in inore
detail by Bartlett et bl' and by McIlwah.
The voitbgeee to which the spacikralt grounds a r e chai=&edcan be estimated by
obserling ahihs in the particle Ptw-6netyy distributisns measured by the plasma
detektbpa. Such e h i h are most evident in the ion spectra. Exatnples of spectrogram& dhowin# this type of spectral shift are given by Goldstein and DeForest.
>','I
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5. CHAkGlNC RESPONSE OI' ATS-5 AND A . W

..

In order to make meaningAd prediction9 about the possibLity of activie control
of spaeecrad potentials,. it is tlecessary to be able tb predict the potential that a
spacecraft W i l l assume when imfiet.sed in a hatural plasma. In particular, this
taPk ie made much more difficult iP there are first- oader differences due to the

\

detail6 of 'a given cohfigwation. Table 1 gives the comparison of spacecraft and
SyStbmE Por ATS-5 and..6. Clearly, these two spacecraft are very different ia
eke, coMtruttioti, mientation, and outer Surface composition. Therefore, if
theat? t W b space vehicles c h d g e to approximately the same potential when exposed
to the same Bntrirbnmeht, then perhaps a detailed d u d y of either one will have some
general validity.
twb eclipse season$ (fall 1W4 m d spring 1775) when
ATS-5 and 6 were separated by only 1.2 eat-th radii, and when the on-board plasma

Ttible 1. Comparison of Spacecraft and Systems
U'
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Qtabilizatton

Splri (Axis Parallel
to Earthfs)

Outer Surface

Mostly Quartz
(Good Insuktorl
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Ian Engine

Therrirai Emission

Dtscharge Piasme

N4rltrlllizclr
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instruments an both indicated sirrilar ,Iasnlas, the simultaneous potentials w e r e
calculated and are plctted iii Figure 3. The line in this figlire is the line of equal
potentials and was drawn beford the points were added, Considering the differences
shown in the table and the fact that there is variability in the plasma, the agreement is remarkable. (Note: The earth's umbra at this distance is approximately
2 earth radii across, allowing ample opportunity for the two spacecraft to be
simultaneously eclipsed. 1
Since the two vehicles behave similarly in the natural plasma, it is possible
to compare their responses to active control using the assumption that differences
in response are due to differences in the characteristics of the neutralizers rather
than to differences in spacecrxft charging response.

Figure 3. Simultaneous A T S - 5 and A m - 6 Potentials
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AB was pfevtously noted in Section 1, the data on AI'S-5 response to neutralizer
operatiohs are far more extensive than those for ATS-6. In addition, because of
diPferences inherent trk the two neutralizers and operational coxItraints, the operations themselves are somewhat different.
The A T S - 5 hot w i r e filament can be turned on and ol"f in very short times,
that is, it requires no "warm up" period, The experiment sequence used for the
tests reported here was to allow the spacecraft to enter eclipse with the neutralizer
off, to command the neutralizer on 10 min l a t e r , and to command the neutraliher off
again 5 min later. Particle data were taken for at least 15 mitl before and after
the neutralizer operations. Some experiments are also being run using a 10 min
"nedtralizbr 6fi" period. Results of these w i l l be reported as data become
available.
In contrast to the fast response time of the hot filament, the A T S - 6 plasma
bridge neutralizer requires about 35 min after the "on" commahd is given to come
into hll on op&ratioh(see Section 3). Because of concern for the spacecraft's
power system, the n&utralizerw a s brought ihto full operation before entry into
eclipse during the fall 1976 eclipse period. The neutralizer remained on for 10
mih after ehtry into eclipse and wa8 then commanded off. Particle data wei-e
taken 24 h r per day during these neutralizer operations. Additional experiments
are being conducted using these ATS-6 instruments, and results w i l l be reported
a s the data become available.
The operating conditions for the experimehts reported here are summarized
in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of T e s t Operations
ATS-5

3 5 min

Turn-On Time
e1 mtn

Turn-Off P i m e

10 mln

Emission Cutrent

e1

_
I._
-
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- 2 min

FUil-On Operatton Time tn Eclipse
Energy of Emitted Particles

--

ATS- 6
~-

mA

r

T'h
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Figure 4 shows the response of the A T S - 5 spacecraft to activation of tkc
neutralizer. The potential \kith and without the electron emitter energized i s
shown here. The potential determinations were made within minutes of eash other
and under conditions where the potential was not changing rapidly. The dashed
line here is the line along which the two potentials a r e equal; t h e solid line is fit to
the data.
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Pi u r e ,4. Effect of A T S - 5 Electron Emitter on Spaceeraft
den+:

The first condusion that one reaches from Figure 4 is that the electrbn emitter
does lower the potential, but it has the unfortunate characteristic of being less effective in maintaintng the spacecraft potential near ground at larger magnitude inittal
potentials and very effective in doing this at potentials which a r e already suffktently
low in magnttude that they do not pode much of a problem. This result is supported
by laboratory simulatibns reported elsewhere in thts conference by Goldstein. 8
Since the emitter filament on ATS- 5 is located wlthln a cavity, perhaps its effectiveness is decreased by the shieldlng actton of the spacecraft body. In addition,
116
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there is evidbnce that a potelitial b a r r l e r may exist around spacecraft, Thus, it
is posstble that the electrohs leaving the fllamcnt caiihot escape from the spacecraft because they lack sufficient energy to penetrate such a barrier. An emitter
that was both exposed and biased wlth respect to spacecraft ground might be lore
effective in coupllng to the plasma,
There a r e insufficient data to make a similar plot for ATS-6. Figure 5 shows
the spacecraft response to the neutralizer activation. This figure shows the spacecraft response oh the most "active" day for which data are available. ("Active"
h e r e refers to magnetospheric substorm activity. 1 The plasma enviroriment
remained relatively constaht from about 2350 until after 0130 on this day so that
the changes in the Spacecraft's potentlal can be attributed to the neutralizer's
operation and to entry into and exit from eclipse. The figure shows that the spacecraft potential Was maintained within 10 volts of ground during the entire neutralizer

ECLIPSF
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23 30

24.00
DAY 246 OF I976

'

7650 6 028

01 00

DAY 2 4 7 OF 1976
TIME (HOURS)

Figure 5. Effect of AT'S-6 Neutralizer on Spacecraft
Potentlal
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operation, both id sunllght and in eclipse. The fact that the spacecraft potential
changes rapidly to several thousand volts negative when the neutralizer 1s turned
off implies that very larg& potentials can be discharged by this neutralizer.
'
The low energy electron spectrum ts also affected by neutralizer operation,
While this has not been studied in detail, such effects have been interpreted 8s
representing changes in the potential b a r r i e r surrounding the ATS-6 spacecraft
caused in this case by neutralizer operation. 2
Compartson of thts event with the ATS-5 results leads one to believe that the
plasma dtscharge may be the more effective method of control.
One othef difference between the two systems can be notited. ATS-6 seems to
have been held to a steady potential durtng neutralizer operation, but this is not
always the case for operation of the electron emitter on ATS-5. Figure 6 gives
the time history of discharge for three events on AT'S-5. The changes in potedtial
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Figure 6. Effect of 3lectron Emittet on A T S - 5
Ground Patenttals
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d a h %neutrallrdr operatlon shown in this Pigure do not seem to have beon produced by chan@n&envif-onmental condrtlale. The rkason Por thto atrange behavior
i s not known.

Active control of spacecraft patential has bean drmonstrated ustng both an
unblaeed electron emitter and a piasma discharge. Activation of elther of these
devlcee reaulted ih reductions in the magnitude of the spacecraft potential. Of
the two devices studied here, the plasma bridge neutralizer was more successful
in maihtainitlg the epacecraft potential near ground. Its operation held the spaoec r a f t potential steady end less than 10 volts frofa grcvnd. In contrast to this
behavior, the ATS-9 pcttenhial durhig electron emltter operation is tnore varlable.
Alsa, although operattng this neutralizer results ifi reduction of the magnitude of
the Spacecraft potential, it does not, in general, hold the potential near ground.
In fact, whlle the 6beblute magnitude of the change In potential inr-eases with
Ihcreastng magnitude of the "neutralizer off' potential, the percent change decreases with increasing magnitude of the "oft" potebttal. Thus, this device i6
cofieldered less effeeetive than the ATS-6 plasma device.
This rbsult does nat imply that no e l h t r o h emitter could hold the spacecraft
ground potential near plasma grouhd. The particular device being used is both
unbiased and recessed into the spacecraft body, As noted earlier, this recessed
location may result in suppression oP the emission, pai-tlcularly einee the spacecraft surface near the emitter is an insulator and thus would remain charged negativel-! even when the fi-ame is discharged. The fact that the filament is unbiased
h r t h e r meahs that the electrons leaving it will have energies determined by the
2 Vac fllament power supply, that is, 2 volts. These may not have sufficient energy
to overcome E potenttal b a r r i e r s u r r o u n d h g the epacecraft. It appears that a
biased emitter extended some dietance f r o w the spacecraft surface would be preferable Por active control purposes.
The plasma device on ATS-6 has the inherent advantage that tons from the
discharge can be attracted to nearby negative surfaces, so that this device has a
mechantem Pot discharging h s u l a t o r surfaces as well as the spacecraft frame.
An electron emltter has no such mechantem available to it. In addttion, the location of the ATS-6 device, about 19 c m outboard of the spacecraft bDdy, and the
Pact that the emitted electrons have energies on the o r d e r of 7 \ro!.ts s e e m advantageous compared to the location and electron energtes characteristic of the A T S - 5
device. The fact that the epacecraPt is matntalned within 10 volts of plasma ground
throughout neutralizer operation implies that electrbns a r e escaping from the
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~pacacraft. Thts could bc because the electrons a r e omitted with sufficient cnorgy
to overcome the potential b a r r f c r o r because neutrallzor operation alters rhe b a r rier in some advantageous way.
The ATS-6 device, then, looks promistng as an active control device. Mowever, additional experiments using thts devtce under 3 variety of natural cnvirunmental condtticas are needed. Such expertments, as well a s experiments utilizing
both ATS-5 and ATS-6 in conjunction with one anbther, a r e being conducted as R
part of the Fpncecraft Charging Investigatton.
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